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About Chandos Publishing 
 
Established in 1998 Chandos Publishing is a leading international publisher specialising in the following 
fields: library and information science; knowledge management; the internet and web; Asian studies; 
and mechanical engineering. 
 
Our books are aimed at an international audience of researchers, academics and practitioners concerned with 
the library and information sector. We pride ourselves on delivering content that is accessible, up-to-date, 
informative, and meets the current needs of our readers. Chandos Publishing was acquired by Woodhead 
Publishing Ltd. in 2009. This relationship has allowed our books to reach an even wider audience with an 
increased presence in North America, Europe and the rest of the world. 
 
Call for Authors 
 
We are always pleased to hear proposals from authors for new books. If there is a subject that does not 
appear in this catalogue, you can’t find the book you want, or think you could write a book, let us know. 
Please contact Dr. Glyn Jones, Publisher, to discuss further. 
 
The following information presents our guidelines and processes should an author choose to submit a 
proposal: 
 
Author’s Questionnaire 
 
Our questionnaire allows the author to outline their proposed book project. This allows the author to present 
the topic itself, provide a professional and personal biography, and outline the manuscript information (i.e., 
length, completion date, etc.), the primary and secondary markets and potential competition. 
 
Peer Review Process 
 
New book proposals are peer reviewed. Reviewers are asked to review the proposal and provide feedback via 
a questionnaire. The comments are then passed on to the potential author of the book. 
 
Commissioning and Manuscript Delivery 
 
When an author has been successful in his/her proposal and has agreed to the book project, they can expect 
a personal service during the writing process from the publisher and editorial team.  
 
After the manuscript has been received we undertake a very through copy-editing and proof reading of the 
book and again send it out for peer-review to ensure the content meets the highest academic standards. 
 
For more information please contact Dr. Glyn Jones, Publisher: gjones@chandospublishing.com 


